The TetherAll “Scheduler” and TAPS are now live!

As promised, the scheduling feature on TetherAll is here. What does this mean for you and your clients?

- If you have assigned an assessment as "scheduled," it will show up as a separate button for your patient to select, with a corresponding date (Fig 1, TEA).

- If you have assigned an assessment as “always available,” the assessment will show up for your patient when they select “take my assessment now” (Fig 1, bottom).

- If you want your patient to have access to the assessment daily, but not have to fill it out daily—you would set that up as scheduled/daily. That way it will show as a separate, individual button.

- The TAPS Patient Recorded Outcome Measure is now available as a product for your patients. Select the TAPS product from the patient setting and schedule as you would any other product.
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Figure 1  Client App Home Page

Figure 2  TAPS report on clinician portal